THE LAST BEACH CLEANUP
Jan Dell | Founder and Independent Engineer

April 22, 2022
Berkeley Zero Waste Commission
The Last Beach Cleanup urges the Berkeley Zero Waste Commission to stop accepting worthless
plastic waste in the City’s recycling system and stop exporting all plastic waste.
As a Cal Berkeley graduate (Master of Science in Chemical Engineering) with 35 years of experience
working on environmental issues in 45 countries, I’m going to be frank. The City of Berkeley’s
acceptance of many worthless plastic waste items as “recyclable” makes the city one of the worst
greenwashers in the state and entire country. Furthermore, export of plastic waste to Mexico, Asia, and
other countries is waste imperialism and harmful to the receiving countries.
I urge the City of Berkeley to take two immediate actions:
1) Accept only plastic waste items that have proven U.S. domestic buyers for recycling into new
products. As detailed below, only PET #1 and HDPE #2 bottles and jugs should be accepted.
Cities in San Luis Obispo County are showing true environmental leadership by only accepting
PET #1 and HDPE #2 bottles and jugs.
2) Stop exporting all plastic waste outside of the United States. If there isn’t a domestic buyer for
the plastic waste, then it isn’t “recyclable.”
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Berkeley’s Accepted Plastic Items that are Not Recyclable in California or the United States
Acceptance of worthless plastic waste in recycling systems causes many harms:
•

it greenwashes bad plastics as reclaimable,

•

it fools consumers into thinking that bad plastics are responsible purchases,

•

it blocks progess on adoption of resuable and refillable systems,

•

it blocks innovation and market demand for truly recyclable and compostable products, and

•

it creates costly and dangerous contamination in material recovery facilities (MRFs).

Berkeley is currently accepting the following items, as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Berkeley’s Plastic Recycling Acceptance List

There are no U.S. West Coast plastic waste recyclers who have ever bought or who are currently buying
the following items for domestic reprocessing:
•

Plastic cups (including PET#1, PP#5 and PS#6)

•

Plastic clamshells (including PET#1, PVC#3, PP#5, and PS#6)

•

Plastic tubs (including PP#5)

These items should be removed from the recycling acceptance list. It should be noted that there has
never been a U.S. domestic market for any type of plastic cup or clamshell. While there is one
polypropylene tub reprocessor, but the company is located 2,400 miles away in Alabama and has
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limited capacity. The trucking cost to ship plastic waste from California to Alabama is prohibitively high
and also causes high carbon emissions.
Only PET #1 and HDPE # Bottles and Jugs are Recyclable in California
The California Statewide Recycling Commission’s 2021 Report to the State Legislature stated that only
PET#1 and HDPE#2 bottles and jugs (without harmful shrink sleeves) can be recycled in California. The
Last Beach Cleanup’s survey of the plastic reprocessors in California proves that no California plastic
waste reprocessors are buying plastic cups, clamshells or tubs and recycling them into new products.
For rigid containers, California only has nine plastic reprocessors. They only reprocess post-consumer
PET#1 and HDPE#2 bottles and jugs.
Figure 2: Map of California’s Rigid Post-Consumer Plastic Waste Processors

Only PET#1 and HDPE#2 Bottles and Jugs are Recyclable in the United States
In 2020, Greenpeace USA released “Circular Claims Fall Flat”. The results of a comprehensive survey of
the nation’s 367 material recovery facilities (MRFs), revealed that only PET #1 and HDPE #2 plastic
bottles and jugs may legitimately be labeled as recyclable by consumer goods companies and retailers.
The survey found that common plastic pollution items, including plastic tubs, cups, lids, plates, bowls,
and trays are (1) not accepted for recycling by most MRFs and (2) there are no plastic reprocessors who
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want to buy bales of plastic food service items and recycle them. The plastic food service items may not
be labeled as recyclable according to Federal Trade Commission (FTC) Green Guide requirements for
products and labeling.
The Many Harms Caused by Plastic Waste Exports
Plastic waste has been exported for decades and California has been the worst offender (see Figure 3).
Without documented traceability of the final fate of the plastic waste, bales collected from California
municipal recycling systems were shipped to buyers in foreign countries, many of whose operations had
no worker age and wage protections, no health and safety standards, few environmental regulations,
and no guarantee that the plastic waste would be recycled. As shown in Figure 4 for 2021, California
exported 65.4 million kg to Non-OECD Countries (12,303 TEU shipping containers) and 40.5 million kg to
Mexico (7,622 TEU shipping containers). Figure 5 shows that California is increasing plastic waste
exports to Latin America.
Figure 3: California is the Leader in Plastic Waste Exports to Countries with Poor Waste Management
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Figure 4: Destination of 2021 California Plastic Waste Exports

Figure 5: California is Flooding Latin America with Plastic Waste

GAIA’s report “Discarded: Communities on the Frontlines of the Global Plastic Crisis” exposed that
plastic waste exports have created pollution and social harms in receiving countries. More than one
hundred other investigations over the past several years have also documented the harms and shown
that plastic wastes have been crudely processed in unsafe facilities.
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As shown in Figure 6, GAIA and a large group of Latin America NGOs called for the end of plastic waste
exports to Latin America and The Caribbean region.
Figure 6: Latin America NGOs Demand End to Plastic Waste Exports
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I urge you to take these two actions immediately: stop accepting worthless plastic waste and stop
exporting plastic waste to other countries.
Regards,

Jan Dell
Jan Dell
Founder and Independent Engineer
The Last Beach Cleanup
The Last Beach Cleanup volunteers lead catalytic initiatives to move from awareness on plastic
pollution to widescale action and achievement. We collaborate with diverse stakeholders who share
the goal of ending plastic pollution: local and national governments, nongovernmental organizations
(NGOs), socially responsible investors (SRIs), individuals and others. Founded by an independent
engineer, The Last Beach Cleanup focuses on bringing the facts to the forefront to promote proven and
practical solutions to plastic pollution. We do root cause analysis, design tactical solutions, and we keep
counting to measure progress. We evaluate proposed solutions for economic practicality at scale in real
world conditions. The Last Beach Cleanup is a California-based nonprofit 501(c)3 organization and is
independent of influence by commercial interests.
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